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Dialogue systems



Why work on dialogue systems?

• Many commercial applications

• Creating a ‘general-purpose communicating agent’
• An agent that can communicate with humans on many topics, to 

exchange knowledge and complete a variety of tasks in its environment.

• Language is a natural communication interface between humans 
and machines



Modular dialogue systems

• Traditional system consists of 
modules

• Each module optimized with  
separate objective function

• Achieves fairly good performance with small amounts of data

Problem: require supervised data for each module –
does not scale well to general domains!



End-to-end dialogue systems

• A single model trained directly
on conversational data

• Uses a single objective 
function, usually maximum 
likelihood on next response

• Significant recent work using neural networks to predict the next 
response. (Ritter et al., 2011; Sordoni et al., 2015; Shang et al., 2015)  



Why might this work?

Advantages of end-to-end systems:

1) Does not require feature engineering (only architecture 
engineering).

2) Can be transferred to different domains.

3) Does not require supervised data for each module!

(collecting this data is difficult at large scales)



Early results – Vinyals & Le (2015)



Current results (VHRED)

<first_speaker> what do you mean?

<second_speaker> what are you talking about?

<first_speaker> i 'm not a big fan of cats , dogs , dogs 
, dogs , dogs , dogs , dogs , dogs , dogs , dogs , dogs , 
dogs , dogs , dogs , dogs , dogs , dogs , dogs , dogs , 
dogs , dogs , dogs , dogs , dogs , dogs , dogs , dogs , 
dogs , dogs , dogs , dogs , dogs.

What went wrong?



Problem #1: Data



Dialogue datasets

• Building general-purpose dialogue systems requires lots of data

• The best datasets are proprietary

• We need large (>500k dialogues), open-source datasets to 
make progress



Ubuntu Dialogue 
Corpus

• Large dataset of ~1 million 
tech support dialogues

• Scraped from Ubuntu IRC 
channel

• 2-person dialogues extracted 
from chat stream

Lowe*, Pow*, Serban, Pineau. “The Ubuntu Dialogue Corpus: A Large Dataset 
for Research in Unstructured Multi-Turn Dialogue Systems.” SIGDIAL, 2015.



Ubuntu Dialogue Corpus

Cons:
• Too hard?

• Not perfectly disentangled

• Requires external knowledge 
to solve

• Ideally suited for task-oriented 
setting, but no reward signal 
in dataset

Pros:
• Hard

• Large

• Open-source

• Related to many real-
world technical problems



Large-scale dialogue datasets

• Ubuntu Dialogue Corpus (Lowe et al., 2015)

• Twitter Corpus (Ritter et al., 2011)

• Movie Dialog Dataset (Dodge et al. 2016)

• Reddit 

• …

Survey paper covering existing datasets: 
Serban, Lowe, Charlin, Pineau. “A Survey of Available Corpora for Building 
Data-Driven Dialogue Systems.” arXiv:1512.05742, 2015.



Problem #2: Model Architecture



Recurrent neural networks

• Augment neural networks with self-loops

• Leads to the formation of a hidden state st that evolves over 
time: ht = f(Whhht-1 + Wihxt)

• Used to model sequences (e.g. natural language)

Source: colah.github.io



Sequence-to-sequence learning

• Use an RNN encoder to map an 
input sequence to a fixed-length 
vector

• Use an RNN decoder (with 
different parameters) to map the 
vector to the target sequence

(Cho et al., 2014; Sustkever et al., 2014)



Main goal

Build models with right inductive biases to effectively represent 
dialogue data 

Judge model quality by quality of generated responses



Some problems: generic responses

• Most models trained to predict most likely 
next utterance given context

• But some utterances are likely given any 
context!

• Neural models often generate “I don’t 
know”, or “I’m not sure” to most contexts

(Li et al., 2016)



More problems

• Strong constraint on generation process: only source of 
variation is at the output

• When the model lacks capacity, it is encouraged to mostly 
capture short-term dependencies

• Want to explicitly model variations at ‘higher level’ 
representations (e.g. topic, tone, sentiment, etc.)



Variational encoder-
decoder (VHRED)

• Augment HRED with 
Gaussian latent variable z

• z can capture high-level 
utterance features (e.g. 
topic, tone)

• When generating first
sample latent variable, 
then use it to condition 
generation

Serban, Sordoni, Lowe, Charlin, Pineau, Courville, Bengio. 
“A Hierarchical Latent Variable Encoder-Decoder Model for 
Generating Dialogues.” arXiv:1605.06069, 2016.



Variational encoder-decoder 
(VHRED)

• Inspired by VAE (Kingma & Welling, 2014; Rezende et al., 2014): 
train model with backprop using reparameterization trick

• Prior mean and variance are learned conditioned on previous 
utterance representation. Posterior mean and variance also 
conditioned on representation of target utterance.

• At training time, sample from posterior. At test time, sample from 
prior.

• Developed concurrently with Bowman et al. (2016)
• Use word-dropping and KL annealing tricks



Quantitative results



Cherry-picked results



Future work

• Many interesting areas to be investigated:
• Modifying the loss function

• Adversarial training

• Reinforcement learning

• Learning from human interaction

• ...



Problem #3: Evaluation



Dialogue evaluation

• Hard to know if we’re making progress in building dialogue models

• Important to define – wrong metrics can lead to spurious research

• Human evaluation is effective, but slow and expensive – want to 
have an automatic evaluation metric

• Lack of reliable metrics means researchers only compare to 
their own previously implemented models



Comparison of ground-truth utterance

Hey, want to 
go to the 
movies tonight?

Nah, let’s do 
something 
active.

Yeah, the film 
about Turing 
looks great!

Context
Generated 
Response

Reference 
response

SCORE



Comparison of ground-truth utterance

Yes, let’s go 
see that movie 
about Turing!

Nah, I’d rather 
stay at home, 
thanks.

Generated 
Response

Reference 
response

SCORE

• Word-overlap metrics:
• BLEU, METEOR, ROUGE

• Look at the number of overlapping 
n-grams between the generated 
and reference responses

• Correlate poorly with humans in 
dialogue



Correlation 
study

• Created 100 questions each for Twitter and Ubuntu datasets (20 
contexts with responses from 5 ‘diverse models’)

• 25 volunteers from CS department at McGill

• Asked to judge response quality on a scale from 1 to 5

• Compared human ratings with ratings from automatic evaluation 
metrics



Models for response variety

1) Randomly selected response

2) Retrieval models:
• Response with smallest TF-IDF cosine distance
• Response selected by Dual Encoder (DE) model

3) Generative models:
• Hierarchical recurrent encoder-decoder (HRED)

4) Human-written response (not ground truth)



Goal (inter-annotator)



Reality (BLEU)



Reality (ROUGE & METEOR)



Correlation Results

Word-overlap metrics are poor substitute for human evaluations

Original paper (Liu et al., 2016): After removing pre-processing 
artifacts (<speaker> token):



Learning to 
evaluate

A dialogue response is probably good if it is rated highly by 
humans.

• Collect a labelled dataset of human scores of responses

• Build a model that learns to predict human scores of response 
quality (ADEM)

• Condition response score on the reference response and the 
context



Hey, want to 
go to the 
movies tonight?

Nah, let’s do 
something 
active.

Yeah, the film 
about Turing 
looks great!

Context
Generated 
Response

Reference 
response

SCORE

Context-conditional evaluation



Context-conditional evaluation

Seen any good 
movies 
recently?

Nah, let’s do 
something 
active.

Yeah, the film 
about Turing 
looks great!

Context
Generated 
Response

Reference 
response

SCORE

Hey, want to 
go to the 
movies tonight?

Dialogue response score should also depend on context!



Evaluation dataset

Conducted 2 rounds of AMT studies to get 
evaluation on Twitter

Study 1: ask workers to generate next 
sentence of a conversation

Study 2: ask workers to evaluate responses 
from various models (human, TFIDF, 
HRED, DE)



Evaluation dataset

• Our simplifying assumption is that dialogue 
response quality measured by 
‘appropriateness’

• In our experiments, other measures 
(‘topicality’, ‘informativeness’, etc.) either 
had little inter-annotator agreement, or 
correlated strongly with ‘appropriateness’



ADEM

• Given: context c, model response r, reference response r (with 
embeddings c, r, r), compute score as:

where M, N are parameter matrices, α, β are constants.

• Trained to minimize squared error:

^

^



ADEM



ADEM pre-training

• Want model that can 
learn from limited 
data (since collection 
is expensive)

• Pre-train RNN 
encoder of ADEM 
using VHRED



Length correlation

Problem: humans favour shorter responses, and ADEM can 
trivially use this for better performance (length gets 0.27 
correlation with human score)

Solution: bin training set examples by length, re-weight samples 
such that each length bin has same average score



Utterance-level results



System-level results



Results – generalization 



How useful is this?

• Moderately. Need to collect more data for better 
generalization

• Only considers single utterances, rather than a whole dialogue

• What about other aspects of dialogue quality?



Adversarial evaluation

• Rather than imitating human scores, train 
a model to distinguish between real and 
generated responses (Kannan et al, 2016; Li et 
al., 2017)

• Similar to discriminator in a GAN

• Combines well with ADEM – want 
dialogue responses that are appropriate, 
and similar to human responses



Problem #4: Entire Premise?



Learning from static datasets

• Will training solely from static datasets lead to a ‘general-purpose communicating 
agent’?

• Probably not. In this setting, we are primarily learning the statistical structure of 
language

• But we also want to learn the function of language, and ground the learned 
language in the agent’s observations

• An alternative approach: have simulated agents in physical environments learn to 
communicate to solve tasks in that environment (Gauthier & Mordatch, 2016)



Multi-agent language learning
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Thank you!



Quantitative VHRED 
results



VHRED results



Length bias of word overlap 
metrics



Where does ADEM do better?


